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ABSTRACT
The Robots for Learning workshop series aims at advancing the research topics related to the use of social robots in educational contexts. This year’s half-day workshop follows on previous events in Human-Robot Interaction conferences focusing on efforts to discuss potential benchmarks in design, methodology and evaluation of new robotics systems that help learners. In this 6th edition of the workshop, we will be investigating in particular methods from technologies for education and online learning. Since the past few months, online and remote learning has been put in place in several countries to cope with the health and safety measures due to the Covid-19 pandemic. In this workshop, we aim to discuss strategies to design robotics system able to provide embodied assistance to the remote learners and to demonstrate long-term learning effects.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Interaction design; Empirical studies in HCI.
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1 OVERVIEW
Imagine a person engaged in a learning activity, be it solving math exercises with pen and paper or practicing a second language by playing a memory game with a social robot. In both cases, the activity has superficial, visible goals (to find the solution of the equation, to score more points than the other player) covering the deeper, more elusive goal of helping the person learn. In the specific case of learning activities involving social robot, this double-layered structure makes the design of the robot’s behaviour a fascinating challenge: while it is relatively straightforward to design a robot that’s a fierce competitor at a memory game, it is much less clear to envision how it should behave to support its human counterpart in learning. Similarly, the design of the experiment allowing for evaluating the robot’s behaviour, as well as the robot-enhanced learning activity as a whole, becomes at once crucial and non trivial.

In this 6th edition of the “Robots for Learning” workshop, international experts in the field will share their knowledge concerning the design of social robot behaviours which support learning, their embedding in a learning activity and the evaluation of their impact through an experiment and the assessment of the person’s learning. The workshop is organized as a highly interactive event, in which participants are encouraged to bring case studies taken from their own research and discuss them in groups and with the experts.

1.1 Workshop Objectives
The objectives of the workshops are to:
• Strengthen links between researchers in HRI working on Robots for Learning projects [1].
• Introduce and investigates methods from Educational Technologies in the Robots for Learning context (i.e. Learner-Centred Design, Learning Analytic [3]).
• Discuss benchmark in terms of design, methodology, learning scenario and reporting that could be adopted by the community to facilitate the inclusion of new researchers and the reproducibility of the results [2, 4].

1.2 Format and Schedule
We propose to organize a half day virtual workshop on the topic of Robots for Learning. The workshop will be online (e.g. Zoom) and highly interactive. Participants will be asked to prepare the workshop by: 1) answering some questions related to their work and submit their answers; and 2) do some reading prior to the workshop. The workshop will have two types of session:
• Invited Speakers: invited senior researchers will share their perspectives and experiences on the field of technologies for...
education. They will be recorded to allow all participants watch them on-demand.

- Group Work Sessions: Each session aim to look at the participants’ work with a certain angle, and will start with a short intro on the topic followed by a group work. Participants will be given tools to help them answer the questions relatively to their planned study/research.

We organized the different group sessions in 3 units:

Unit 1 **Background and Research questions.** During this session participants will exchange on their research objectives, research context and theoretical grounding of their work.

Unit 2 **Design.** This group work will aim to present and share about the learning context (i.e. defining the target learners, the learning objectives, the learning context).

Unit 3 **Assessment.** The last group session will focus on the metrics and measures that can be used in the context of robots for learning. Participants will discuss classical methods and share potential idea to use the robot’s sensors to log interaction data to infer learning strategies.

## 2 TARGET AUDIENCE

We invite participants to report previous or planned research, practice and interest in developing applications in social robots for learning. Researchers from HRI, robotics and educational backgrounds will be invited to contribute. The workshop is an opportunity for researchers who want to further develop their research in the field of **robots for learning** to share and refine their ideas with peers.

The workshop will be advertised by sending a call-for-interest on robotics and technology for learning mailing lists and using social networks. Various projects involved in the organization will also be encouraged to participate (CoWriter, Cellulo, SAR NSF Expedition, eCUTE, DREAM, ANIMATAS, iReCheck …). Previous editions of workshops on similar topics were held at RoMan 2016, HRI2017, HRI2018, HRI2019. The workshop will also be advertised to the people who attended the previous editions (a mailing list with about hundred contributors over the years has been constituted).

## 3 ORGANISERS

**Wafa Johal**, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia. Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Engineering at UNSW Sydney, Wafa obtained her PhD from the University of Grenoble (France) focusing on bodily signals in child-robot interaction and affective reasoning for social agents. Her research aims at creating acceptable and useful assistive robot interactions using social signal sensing, affective and cognitive reasoning and natural expressivity.

**Barbara Bruno**, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland. Barbara is a post-doc researcher in the CHILL lab and BIOROB/MOBOTS group, actively interested in Social Robotics and Human–Robot Interaction and Cooperation. She received her Ph.D. in Robotics from the University of Genoa, Italy in 2015 and is currently involved in the EU ITN ANIMATAS, aiming at advancing intuitive human-machine interaction with human-like social capabilities for education in schools.

**Jennifer K. Olsen**, University of San Diego, USA. Jennifer is an assistant professor of computer science at the University of San Diego. She received her PhD from Carnegie Mellon University in human-computer interaction. Her research interests lie at the intersection of human-computer interaction, cognition, and education. Her current work focuses on how collaboration can support learning and how to design educational technology to support these practices from both the learners’ and instructors’ perspectives.

**Mohamed Chetouani**, Sorbonne University, Paris, France. Mohamed Chetouani is a Full Professor in signal processing and machine learning for human-machine interaction. His activities cover social signal processing, social robotics and interactive machine learning with applications in psychiatry, psychology, social neuroscience and education. Since 2018, he is the coordinator of the ANIMATAS H2020 Marie Sklodowska Curie European Training Network. He was the local co-chair of IEEE ICRA 2020 (Paris) and now the Program co-chair of ICMII 2020 (Utrecht). Since 2020, he is the Chair of the Ethical Advisory Board of Sorbonne University.

**Séverin Lemaignan**, Bristol Robotics Lab, Bristol, UK. Séverin is Associate Professor in Social Robotics and AI at the Bristol Robotics Lab. His research interest primarily concerns the socio-cognitive aspects of human-robot interaction, both from the perspective of the human cognition and the design of cognitive architectures for the robots. He has been focusing his recent experimental work on human-in-the-loop machine learning for social robots, with applications in child-robot interactions and assistive robotics, with the goal to develop effective and engaging novel interaction paradigms, in particular in education.

**Anara Sandygulova**, Nazarbayev University, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan. Anara Sandygulova is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Robotics and Mechatronics at the School of Science and Technology. She received her PhD in 2015 from University College Dublin where she investigated how children’s perception of the robot changes with age and gender in order to make a robot adapt to these differences. Her research interests are human-oriented perception to enable adaptive human-robot interaction.
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